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When almost every travel destination
shouts about how incredible, amazing,
extraordinary it is, how can Lithuania
make itself heard?
Only by communicating a little
differently. By being honest instead
of boastful. By talking, not shouting.

–T
 he beauty of real history in our
streets. Unpolished and diverse
architecture.
–A
 nd we’re genuine admirers of
culture: celebrated theatre, the
overwhelming popularity of world
cinema, booming music festivals,
respect for our cultural heritage.

That’s the idea behind our brand new
tourism slogan: LITHUANIA. REAL IS
BEAUTIFUL.

Lithuania has a message to the world:
real things, even if they’re imperfect,
are beautiful to us.

The message is a point of view we
can all share: us - enjoying life in
this country, and travellers – in search
of authentic experiences.

Lithuania is a place where we
applaud real things. So this is our
invitation to the world: visit us if you,
too, appreciate realness.

We value real things:
– The local food we eat. We’re
firm believers in naturally grown
goodness.
– The enviable amount of nature in our
landscape. By the sea, in forests, lakes
and rivers – that’s where you’ll find
most Lithuanians at the weekend.
– We have a real textbook climate, too:
seasons arrive with only minor delays.
It’s as if someone is orchestrating
them.
– The realness of people. We keep our
word. We dislike pretentiousness.

Lithuania. Real is beautiful.
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Slogan for the foreign market

Lithuania is a place where real things
are valued. Even if they are not ideal,
not perfect. We see beauty in what
is real.

Slogan

A very simple and clear word ‘real’
is used to represent fundamental
values and uniqueness.

Lithuania. Real is beautiful.
This should be used in all
communication materials created
for foreign market. It is always used
in a lock-up with the wordmark
LITHUANIA in a form of the
brandmark.

Real is beautiful
We state that we admire what
we believe in and say it without
being boastful. We confirm that
‘real=beautiful=Lithuania’.
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The main brandmark

At the centre of our visual identity is
a postage stamp, a real item that we
affix on postcards sent from abroad.
The wordmark LITHUANIA and
the slogan REAL IS BEAUTIFUL
is always used as a lock-up. The
graphic shape of a postage stamp
should never be altered in any way.
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The main brandmark

Clear space and
minimum size

Clear space
The brandmark is always surrounded
by an area of clear space.
The minimum area of clear space
is defined by the ¼ of the height
of the brandmark. Where possible,
we recommend leaving more clear
space around the brandmark.
When the brandmark is locked up
with an additional mark (example on
the right), the same clear space rule
shall be applied to the lock-up.
Minimum size
The minimum recommended width
of the brandmark in printed material
is 20 mm. In digital space it should
be at least 160 px. Where possible,
we suggest using the brandmark
at a larger size.

Clear space
X

X

4X
4X

X
X
X

X

Minimum size

20 mm
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Brandmark usage on
different backgrounds

Usage on dark backgrounds
The main brandmark looks best
against dark colour or photographic
backgrounds.
Usage on light backgrounds
The outlined brandmark is used
on light backgrounds. The light
grey outline around the brandmark
ensures legibility. This version
should be used sparingly (if possible,
make a background or a photograph
darker, to increase the contrast
between the main brandmark
and the background).
Usage colour restricted print
These are exceptional use
brandmark versions for when
full colour printing is restricted.
These versions are used for etching,
engraving and other situations
where colour cannot be reproduced.
Master artworks for all brandmarks
are provided.
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On dark backgrounds

On light backgrounds

In colour restricted print

Unacceptable use

To ensure correct brandmark usage,
it should always be reproduced
from master artworks provided.
Brandmarks should not be altered,
redrawn, or manipulated in any way.
This page provides several examples
of misuse of the brandmark:
1. brandmark proportions
are altered;
2. graphic elements in the
brandmark are altered;
3. unofficial colours are used
in the brandmark;
4. the wordmark is used without
a slogan;
5. graphic relationship between
the elements is altered;
6. the typeface within the
brandmark is altered.

Unacceptable use of the brandmark

1

3

Real is beautiful
4
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Exceptional use brandmark

When is the wordmark and the
slogan used without a postage
stamp graphic element?
The wordmark and slogan lock-up
without a postage stamp is used in
exceptional cases only, when there
is not enough space for the main
brandmark version (e.g., on a thin
pen).
When colour reproduction is
possible the dark green lock-up
should be used. When colour
reproduction is restricted, white
or black versions can be used.
Horizontal and vertical lock-ups
have been created to suit different
layout needs.
Usage example on p. 36.
Master artworks for all brandmarks
are provided.
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Exceptional use brandmark – colour versions

Exceptional use brandmark – black and white versions

Additional marks

Additional marks have been created to
help communicate more precisely the
travel purpose of one visiting Lithuania.
(p.22–47)
Additional marks can be locked up with
the main brandmark from any side.
We recommend using only one
additional mark in the layout. Should
there be a need, more additional marks
can be used (p. 12 – 14).
Authorities other than the State
Department of Tourism under the
Ministry of Economy are prohibited
from creating new additional marks
without the official permission.
It is not allowed to change colours,
illustrations and text of provided
master artworks of additional marks.
Master artworks for all additional marks
are provided.
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Use of the main brandmark
and one additional mark

An additional mark helps to define
more precisely the tourism product
which is being communicated (e.g.,
nature, culture or gastronomy).
When the brandmark is used with one
additional mark, they should always
work as a lock-up.
Which additional mark should
be used?
When designing a new communication,
it is important to make the message
clear. It should focus on one subject.
When the product is clear, it will
be easy to choose the appropriate
additional mark (e.g., when focusing
on the nature, use additional mark
representing the nature).
Usage in the layout
The brandmark and additional mark
lock-up may be positioned in any
corner of the layout, taking in account
the given photograph. The lock-up
looks best in the least busy area
of a photograph.
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Examples of posters presenting one tourism product (e.g., culture, people, gastronomy)

Use of the main brandmark
with multiple additional
marks
Use of multiple additional marks
in applications presenting country
in general
When application(e.g., a poster in an
exhibition) is introducing the country
in general, multiple additional marks
can be used. In this case all additional
marks are used together.
Applications with general messaging
tend to be less impactful compared
to ones with specific messaging.
Therefore, we recommend identifying
a single specific message that
is relevant to the audience you
are targeting.
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Roll-up poster example representing the country

How to use additional marks
in a layout

Avoid static and repetitive additional
mark arrangements to keep your designs
more interesting.
Strict rules for multiple mark
arrangements were not created in
order not to limit creativity. Basic
recommendations are provided below :
• the main brandmark should lead the
layout or be above additional marks;
• the brandmark and additional marks
should all be of the same size;
• several additional marks may be
connected and others separated
to achieve a more dynamic
composition;
• arranging the additional marks in
one straight line should be avoided
unless it is necessary because of
a very thin and long format (p. 38);
• additional marks should not
be placed on top of each other.
Usage examples in this brandbook
should be referred to as best practise
to help you create layouts in the future.
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Additional mark composition examples

How to use additional mark
in a layout

When more than one tourism product
is emphasised in the application, more
than one additional mark can be used.
When possible a single specific
message should be identified and
one additional mark should be used.
Avoid static composition when several
additional marks are used: one
additional mark can be locked up
with the brandmark, others can remain
loose in the layout.
It’s allowed to have all additional marks
loose in the composition (see example
on the right of this slide).
The brandmark with additional marks
should always be arrange in a cluster
in one area of an application.
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Additional mark composition examples

Use of the main brandmark
without additional marks

Corporate applications
In corporate material – business cards,
letterheads, email signatures, etc. –
the main brandmark is used without
additional marks because no specific
tourism products are communicated.
In corporate material with a white
background the outlined brandmark
version should be used.
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Corporate application example

Typography

The main typeface
The main typeface is ‘TT Chocolates’.
It is always used in external applications,
such as posters, publications, souvenirs
etc.
This typeface is used in these weights:
‘Regular’, ‘Bold’ and ‘Italic’, ‘Bold Italic’.
Secondary typeface
‘Arial’ is our secondary system typeface
and is used in exceptional cases only.
This typeface is installed on
all computers and should be used
in ’Word’, ‘Excel’, ‘Power Point’
and other similar file formats.
This typeface is never used in external
applications such as posters, leaflets,
websites, etc.
Website typeface
‘Roboto’ typeface is recommended
for digital use on websites. It is one of
Google Fonts – https://fonts.google.
com/specimen/Roboto.
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Main typeface

TT Chocolates Regular

TT Chocolates Regular Italic TT Chocolates Bold

TT Chocolates Bold Italic

Aa Ąą Bb Cc Čč Dd Ee
Ęę Ff Gg Hh Ii Įį Yy Jj Kk
Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Rr Ss
Šš Tt Uu Ųų Ūū Vv Zz Žž
1234567890!?:

Aa Ąą Bb Cc Čč Dd Ee
Ęę Ff Gg Hh Ii Įį Yy Jj Kk
Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Rr Ss
Šš Tt Uu Ųų Ūū Vv Zz Žž
1234567890!?:

Aa Ąą Bb Cc Čč Dd Ee
Ęę Ff Gg Hh Ii Įį Yy Jj Kk
Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Rr Ss
Šš Tt Uu Ųų Ūū Vv Zz Žž
1234567890!?:

Aa Ąą Bb Cc Čč Dd Ee
Ęę Ff Gg Hh Ii Įį Yy Jj Kk
Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Rr Ss
Šš Tt Uu Ųų Ūū Vv Zz Žž
1234567890!?:

Arial

Arial Italic

Arial Bold

Arial Bold Italic

Aa Ąą Bb Cc Čč Dd Ee

Aa Ąą Bb Cc Čč Dd Ee

Aa Ąą Bb Cc Čč Dd Ee

Aa Ąą Bb Cc Čč Dd Ee

Ęę Ff Gg Hh Ii Įį Yy Jj Kk

Ęę Ff Gg Hh Ii Įį Yy Jj Kk

Ęę Ff Gg Hh Ii Įį Yy Jj Kk

Ęę Ff Gg Hh Ii Įį Yy Jj Kk

Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Rr Ss

Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Rr Ss

Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Rr Ss

Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Rr Ss

Šš Tt Uu Ųų Ūū Vv Zz Žž

Šš Tt Uu Ųų Ūū Vv Zz Žž

Šš Tt Uu Ųų Ūū Vv Zz Žž 1 2

Šš Tt Uu Ųų Ūū Vv Zz Žž

1234567890!?:

1234567890!?:

34567890!?:

1234567890!?:

Secondary system typeface

Typography

Use of the main typeface
‘Regular’ is the weight we use most
frequently. It works well for both
large headlines and body copy.
To highlight information in text
use ‘Bold’ or ‘Italic’ weights.
Avoid using too many different
typeface sizes in a single layout.
Information hierarchy can be
achieved using different weight
and colours.
‘TT Chocolates’ is suitable for
use at very small sizes. The smallest
recommended size is 7 pt. When
the type is that small, we suggest
using dark grey or black colours.

Typeface usage example

To distinguish large headers we use
the main font styles – REGULAR or
BOLD.
For body copy we suggest using REGULAR weight of
the main typeface, because of its good legibility. To
highlight information within body copy use BOLD
weight or REGULAR ITALIC and BOLD ITALIC
versions.
BOLD weight can be used for paragraph headers.
For body copy we suggest using REGULAR weight of
the main typeface, because of its good legibility. For
body copy we suggest using REGULAR weight of the
main typeface, because of its good legibility.

The smallest recommended size is 7 pt. When this typeface is that small,
we suggest using dark grey or black colours.
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Colours

Main colours
Colours of the main brandmark
are the main colours of the visual
identity.

Main colours

Dark green can be used for both
backgrounds and smaller graphical
elements such as text.
Additional colours
Additional colours are usually
used for text. Black is the colour
for especially small type sizes. Dark
grey is the usual colour for the text.
White colour is mostly used for
backgrounds.
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Example – the outlined
brandmark version.
For other versions of
the brandmark see p. 7.

Light grey

Outline grey

Dark green

Light green

CMYK
0/0/0/6
RGB
240/240/240
PANTONE
Cool gray 1
HEX
efefef

CMYK
0/0/0/25
RGB
210/210/210
PANTONE
Cool gray 4
HEX
d2d2d2

CMYK
85/25/60/10
RGB
0/130/115
PANTONE
569
HEX
008273

CMYK
20/0/15/0
RGB
200/230/220
PANTONE
573
HEX
c7e6dc

Black

White

Dark grey

CMYK
50/0/0/100
RGB
0/0/0
PANTONE
Black 6
HEX
000000

CMYK
0/0/0/0
RGB
255/255/255
PANTONE
White
HEX
ffffff

CMYK
0/0/0/80
RGB
88/89/91
PANTONE
Cool gray 11
HEX
575656

Additional colours

Colours of additional marks

The colours of additional marks are
tertiary.

Colours of additional marks

Provided colour codes should be
referred to when trying to achieve
high quality and accurate printing
results.
These colours are used sparingly e.g.,
graphs and charts in ‘Power Point’
presentations (p. 45).
Outlined versions of additional
marks
All additional marks are created as
outlined versions and should be
used on light backgrounds. The
colour code for the outline grey is
the same as in the main brandmark
(p. 18).

CMYK 0/20/30/0
RGB 250/210180

CMYK 30/0/40/0
RGB 185/220/170

CMYK 0/5/40/0
RGB 250/240/175

CMYK 30/25/5/0
RGB 180/185/215

CMYK 5/50/80/0
RGB 240/145/70

CMYK 75/20/100/5
RGB 75/145/65

CMYK 20/35/100/0
RGB 205/160/45

CMYK 65/80/5/0
RGB 115/80/155

50% from
CMYK 5/50/80/0
RGB 240/145/70

50% from
CMYK 75/20/100/5
RGB 75/145/65

50% from
CMYK 20/35/100/0
RGB 205/160/45

50% from
CMYK 65/80/5/0
RGB 115/80/155

CMYK 25/0/5/0
RGB 180/225/240
CMYK 80/35/10/0
RGB 10/140/190
50% from
CMYK 80/35/10/0
RGB 10/140/190
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Photography style

When choosing photography make
sure it feels real and believable.
Avoid excessively retouched artificial
imagery. The environment can feel a bit
unpolished as long as it conveys reality.
Photography should always be
of high quality. All photographs should
be taken by professionals.
This page shows several good practise
examples. When choosing new
photographs, use these example
to compare if newly chosen imagery
matches all requirements.
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Photography examples

Brandmark usage
system

Use guidelines on this page to
determine the size of the brandmark
and additional mark lock-up
on all A formats.
X

= 1 / 14 of the horizontal side length

‘X’ is used to determine the size
of the lock-up, margins and the
distance between the copy and
other elements.

Brandmark usage system
X

X

X

X

X

X

5X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

= 14 X

X

X

This rule applies to all A formats. The
size of the brandmark or the lockup in exceptionally narrow or long
layouts should be determined each
time individually.

X
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X

The brandmark and additional mark
lock-up can be positioned in any
of the four application corners.

Advertising example

We recommend using one photograph only in advertising design.
All advertising design are provided as working AI files.
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Advertising example

We recommend using one photograph only in advertising design.
All advertising design are provided as working AI files.
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Advertising example using EU support logo

We recommend using one photograph
only in advertising design.
All advertising design are provided
as working AI files.
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Template

Roll-up poster

On a roll-up poster which is 2 000 x 850 mm,
the recommended size for the brandmark and
additional marks is 180 x 142 mm.
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Publication cover

All cover designs are provided
as working AI files.
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Publication cover

All cover designs are provided
as working AI files.
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Spread in publication

All spread designs are provided
as working AI files.
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Spread in publication

All spread designs are provided
as working AI files.
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Souvenir
Canvas bag

30

Souvenir
Badges
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Souvenir
T-shirt
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O.62
EUR

O.62
EUR

O.62
EUR

O.62

EUR

O.62
EUR

O.62

EUR

This set of postage stamps is created
for presentation purpose only.
The production should be coordinated
with the Lithuanian Post.
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Plan your visit: www.lithuania.travel

Souvenir
Set of postage stamps

Souvenir
Umbrella
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Souvenir
Set of postcards

This set of postcards is provided
as a working AI file.
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Souvenir
Pen and USB stick
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Facebook profile example

The size of an additional mark
on a Facebook post should
be 138 x 108 px.
Additional mark can be used
without the brandmark on
Facebook posts. This is an
exceptional usage example
as it’s used in a lock-up with
the brandmark most of the time.
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YouTube profile example
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Twitter profile example
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Business card and letterhead (English version)

Name Surname
Chief specialist
State Department of Tourism
under the Ministry of Economy
Local Tourism Subdivision
Gedimino ave. 38, LT-01104 Vilnius, Lithuania
T. +370 XXX XX XXX | M. +370 XXX XX XXX
E. name.surname@tourism.lt
www.tourism.lt | www.lithuania.travel

Plan your visit:
www.lithuania.travel

Business cards and letterheads have been
prepared in LT and EN languages. They are
available as working files.
For printing business cards we recommend
natural looking paper: ‘Conqueror Connoisseur
100% Cotton Soft White’ 300 gsm or ‘Gmund
Cotton Linen Cream 01’ , 300 gsm.
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Business card and letterhead (Lithuanian version)

Vardas Pavardė
Vyr. specialistas
Valstybinis turizmo departamentas
prie Ūkio ministerijos
Vietinio turizmo poskyris
Gedimino pr. 38, LT-01104 Vilnius, Lietuva
Tel. 8 XXX XX XXX | Mob. 8 XXX XX XXX
E. p. vardas.pavarde@tourism.lt
www.tourism.lt | www.lithuania.travel

Sužinok daugiau:
www.lithuania.travel

Business cards and letterheads have been
prepared in LT and EN languages. They are
available as working files.
For printing business cards we recommend
natural looking paper: ‘Conqueror Connoisseur
100% Cotton Soft White’ 300 gsm or ‘Gmund
Cotton Linen Cream 01’ , 300 gsm.
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E-signature

< English version of the e-signature

Dark green – RGB 0 130 115
Text colour – dark grey 88/89/91
Typeface – ‘Arial’, font size – 9 pt.
Telephone codes and digit groupings
are set according to national and
international rules.
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Lithuanian version of the e-signature

Envelopes (green colour version)

Width of the logo sticker – 28 mm
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Width of the logo sticker – 40.5 mm

Envelopes (white colour version)

Width of the logo sticker – 28 mm
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Width of the logo sticker – 40.5 mm

Power Point presentation

For graphs and charts in PPT presentations
use colours indicated on p. 19-20.
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Document folder
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Press release template

English version
This design has been prepared
as a working ’Word’ file, which can
be used as a template in preparing
press releases.
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Lithuanian version

Photo credits

P. 3, 11, 22-24, 26-29, 31, 35, 45
• All photographs from
‘Shutterstock’
P. 12, 25
• Marija Kisieliūtė
P. 20
From left to right:
• „Shutterstock“
• Rasa Linkaitė
• „Shutterstock“
• „Shutterstock“
• „Shutterstock“
• „Shutterstock“
• Brooke Cagle: unsplash.com
• „Shutterstock“
• Rasa Linkaitė
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